The University of Colorado was proud to have so many presenters from UIS at this year’s Higher Education User Group (HEUG) Alliance from March 13-16 in Seattle. Here are the presenters and their session titles:

- **Rick Rowcotsky**: Financial Aid — TDClient improvements and automation tips
- **Samantha Fildish**: PeopleSoft Grants WorkCenters at CU — Maximizing Efficiency
- **Ryan Day**: e-Billing For Grants — University of Colorado's Journey From Pain To Gain
- **Vic Goldberg**: Spicing up your communications — some advanced features of CommGen
- **Guy Chavez**: PS Fluid User Interface: Design and Personalization for maximum effectiveness
- **Adam Taylor Bowling**: Procurement to Pay Birds of a Feather
- **Abhimitra Alampalli**: Managing changes to a custom PeopleSoft bolt-on, a journey through the product’s evolution, process and change management
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